Doctor of Philosophy

Joel E. Adablah – Analytical Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Michael G. Roper
“Scalable Online Fluorescence–based Technologies for Rapid, Parallel Hormone Detection on Microfluidic Platforms”

Mojgan Aghakhanloo – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Jeremiah Murphy
“Constraining the Evolution of Massive Stars”

Ronald Andringa – Cognitive Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Walter Boot

Major Professor: Dr. Aline Kalbian
“Leo XIII and the Development of 20th Century Catholic Theology”

Suliman Al Hemali Ayad – Materials Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Kenneth Hanson
“Practical Applications of Excited State Proton Transfer: From Super Acidity and Enantioenrichment to White Light Emission and Sensors”

Piyali Basak – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Debajyoti Sinha
“Analysis of Clustered Interval–Censored Survival Data: An Application to Prostate Surgery Study”

Ruth Baumann – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. James H. Kimbrell
“Book of Soft Joys”

Kathie Lynn Beebe – History
Major Professors: Dr. Ron Doel and Dr. Andrew Frank
“Pollution and Power: The Haudenosaunee and Environmental Justice on a Cold War Borderland”
Anish Bhardwaj – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Efstratios Manousakis
“Linked Cluster Expansion of The Many–Body Path–Integral”

Brandi Bradley – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Professor Elizabeth Stuckey–French
“The Virgin Mom”

Nick Byrd – Philosophy
Major Professor: Dr. John Schwenkler
“Reflective Reasoning for Real People: Clarifying the Role of Reflection in Philosophy, Science, and Bias”

John Henry Cable – History
Major Professor: Dr. Maxine Jones
“Decolonization and Southern Society: Land, Labor, and Race in East Central Mississippi”

Maari LyShea Carter – Creative Writing
Major Professors: Professor Erin C. Belieu and Dr. James H. Kimbrell
“Women Under the Stars”

Ellen Marie Cecil–Lemkin – Rhetoric and Composition
Major Professor: Dr. Michael R. Neal
“Including Disability in Collaborative Writing Pedagogy”

Eimma Chebinou – French
Major Professor: Dr. Reinier Leushuis
“Francophone Studies: Representation of the Banlieusard in Literature, Cinema and Performances”

Yu–Che Chiu – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Luis Balicas
“De Haas–van Alphen and Magneto–Transport Properties on Topological Nodal–Line Semimetals ZrXT (X=Si, Ge; M=Se, Te)”

Amber Lynn Cresgy – Literature, Media, and Culture
Major Professor: Dr. Alisha Gaines
“‘Toward a New Neo–Slave Narrative’: Troubling the Limitations of Genre in Black Women’s Speculative Bondage Narratives”

Jonathan Andrew Christophersen – Meteorology
Major Professor: Dr. Philip Sura
“Observational Analysis of Atmospheric and Oceanic Diurnal Cycles in the Tropical Atlantic”
Lauren Alexandra Cole – Biological Science
Major Professor: Dr. Jonathan Dennis
“Chromatin–based Organization of the Human Genome from Single Promoters to Nucleoskeletal Dynamics”

Mengyu Dai – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Anuj Srivastava
“Inference from Longitudinal Imaging Data Using SPDM Trajectories”

Sweta Das – Meteorology
Major Professors: Dr. Vasubandhu Misra and Dr. Guosheng Liu
“Understanding the Evolution of Tropical Cyclones through the Streamfunction–Velocity Potential Framework”

Apurva Sunder Desai – Statistics
Major Professors: Dr. Antonio Linero and Dr. Adrian Barbu
“Multi–Rubric Models for Ordinal Spatial Data”

Meghan L. Donovan – Neuroscience – Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Zuoxin Wang
“The Gut–Brain Axis and Behaviors in a Socially Monogamous Rodent Species”

Logan B. Edwards – History
Major Professor: Dr. Katherine Mooney
“The Southern Masquerade: Rural Private Academies and the Reconstruction of the Past”

Alan Febraio Parma – Spanish
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Leeser and Dr. Lara Reglero
“The Second Language Acquisition of Spanish Accusative Clitics”

Jamile Marmitt Forcelini – Spanish
Major Professors: Dr. Michael Leeser and Dr. Gretchen Sunderman
“The Processing and Acquisition of Cognates in Second Language Learning: Strengthening Lexical Connections in the Developing Bilingual Lexicon”

Perla Esmeralda Garcia Frutis – Spanish
Major Professors: Dr. Michael Leeser and Dr. Antje Muntendam
“The Oral Production and Comprehension of Double–Que Questions in Adult and Child Heritage Speakers of Spanish”

Andrew Bradley Gardner – Religion
Major Professor: Dr. Amanda Porterfield
“To Awaken the Song of Transport’: The Development of Theological Seminaries and Divinity Schools in Antebellum America”
Xiaoyang Guo – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Anuj Srivastava
“Geometric Tools for Statistical Analysis on Graphical Shapes”

Rasheda Danielle Haughbrook – Developmental Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Sara Hart
“Exploring Racial Bias in Standardized Assessments and Teacher–Reports of Student Achievement with Differential Item and Test Functioning Analyses”

Alyssa May Henderson – Physics
Major Professors: Dr. Theo Siegrist and Dr. Christanne Beckman
“Geometric Frustration in Magnetic Systems: A Path to Quantum Materials”

Kate McGrath Hill – Biological Science
Major Professor: Dr. Janie Wulff
“Community Ecology of Mesofauna Associated with the Caribbean Fire Sponge, Tedania ignis, and Context–Dependent Effects of Symbiosis”

Jill Elizabeth Hopkins – History
Major Professor: Dr. G. Kurt Piehler

Grayson Scott Jorgenson – Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Paolo Aluffi
“Secant Indices, Duality Defect, and Generalizations of the Segre Zeta Function”

Christian L. Juergens, Jr. – History
Major Professor: Dr. Rafe Blaufarb
“Chasing Fabius: The Army of Hessen–Kassel in the Age of Revolutions”

Bryan Andrew Keller – Biological Oceanography
Major Professor: Dr. Ralph Dean Grubbs

Ahmet Kilinc – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Monica Hurdal
“A Nonlinear Mathematical Model of Cerebral Cortical Folding Development”

Bonnie Ellen Klamm – Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Albrecht–Schmitt
“Exploring the F–Block through Non–Aqueous Coordination Chemistry”
Bailey Anne Koch – Biological Science  
Major Professor: Dr. Hong–Guo Yu  
“Regulation at the Inner Nuclear Membrane: Degradation and Reorganization in S. cerevisiae”

Kirill Korshunov – Neuroscience – Biology  
Major Professor: Dr. Paul Trombley  
“Biophysical Properties and Modeling of Olfactory Bulb Dopamine Neurons”

Thanittha Kowan – Mathematics  
Major Professor: Dr. Philip Bowers  
“Conformal Tilings and Expansion Complexes”

Vincent James Lakey – Physics  
Major Professor: Dr. Kevin Huffenberger  
“The Thermal Sunyaev–Zel’dovich and Diffuse X–ray Emission Cross Correlation”

Peiye Liu – Organic Chemistry  
Major Professor: Dr. Lei Zhu  
“Copper(II)–Promoted Alkyne Coupling Reactions and the Ruthenium–Catalyzed Cycloaddition of Cyanoalkynes”

Chun–Chao Lo – Statistics  
Major Professor: Dr. Jinfeng Zhang  
“Application of Deep Learning in Text Mining and Computational Structural Biology”

Jason Scott Lynn – Biological Science  
Major Professor: Dr. Karen McGinnis  
“Characterization of the Chromatin–interacting Proteins of the Maize b1 Paramutation Locus”

Quintin Mabanta – Physics  
Major Professor: Dr. Jeremiah Murphy  
“Quantifying the Explosion Conditions of Core–Collapse Supernovae”

Brian Patrick Mackey – Meteorology  
Major Professor: Dr. Jon E. Ahlquist  
“Heavy Rainfall Enhanced by Warm Season Fronts and Orography in Western North Carolina: Synoptic Classification and Physical Drivers”

Heather M. Maranges – Social Psychology  
Major Professor: Dr. Paul Conway  
“But Are They Even Tempted? Trait Self–Control Predicts Unselfish Moral Decision Making Through Reduced Temptation”
Calyn B. Maske – Neuroscience – Psychology
Major Professor: Dr. Diana Williams
“Impaired Satiation in Disordered Eating”

Margaret Susannah Mauk – Literature, Media, and Culture
Major Professor: Dr. Aaron Jaffe
“The Maternal Plot’: The Working Mothers of Modernism”

Luis E. Mendoza – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Nicholas Bonesteel
“Pairing and Pair–Breaking in a Bilayer Composite Fermion Metal”

Andrew Robert Moffatt – Philosophy
Major Professors: Dr. Simon May and Dr. Michael Ruse
“A Pragmatic Approach to the Egalitarian Divide”

Sherez Renee Mohamed – Spanish
Major Professor: Dr. Carolina Gonzalez and Dr. Antje Muntendam
“A Socio–Phonetic Perspective on Language Contact: The Case of Arabic–Spanish Bilinguals in Puerto Rico”

Daniel Moysaenko – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. James H. Kimbrell
“Originally Nothing”

Kent W. Peacock – History
Major Professor: Dr. Suzanne Sinke
“Sexuality, States, and Settlers: Reproducing Sexual Order in the Early Republican Trans–Appalachian West”

Farooz Ahmed Rather – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. Bruce M. Horack, Jr.
“The Night of Broken Glass”

Jonathan Alfred Reeder – Classics
Major Professor: Dr. Svetoslava Slaveva–Griffin
“Galen’s Protrepticus in Context”

Jayme Keegan Ringleb – Creative Writing
Major Professors: Professor Erin C. Belieu and Dr. David K. Kirby
“A Wedding of Jackals”

Olga Romero Mestas – Spanish
Major Professor: Dr. Jose Gomariz
“Fragmentación, Identidad y Geopolítica en el Caribe y Filipinas. La Resistencia Discursiva en las Postrimerías del Imperio Español”
Tiffany Robayna – Spanish  
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Leeser  
“Teaching Grammar Online; the Intersection between Computer Assisted Language Learning and Processing Instruction in Spanish Second Language Acquisition”

Alyssa Michelle Rose – Analytical Chemistry  
Major Professor: Dr. Yan–Yan Hu  
“¹H NMR Characterizations of Hydrogen Generation Catalyst, Mesoporous Silica Materials and Participation in Electrochemical Processes”

Sarayu Row – Biological Science  
Major Professors: Dr. Wu–Min Deng and Dr. Hank Bass  

Kyllikki Rytov – Rhetoric and Composition  
Major Professor: Dr. Kristie S. Fleckenstein  
“‘iRhetoric’: Classical Rhetoric in Digital Multimodal Composition”

Anna Elizabeth Salvati – Organic Chemistry  
Major Professor: Dr. James H. Frederich  
“Rapid and Flexible Entry to 5–8–5 Fused Ring Systems and Development of Scalable Late–stage Peripheral Functionalization”

Manfa Sanogo – French  
Major Professor: Dr. Martin Munro  
“From Hainteny to Negritude: Analysis of the Transnational Flow of Literary Currents between ‘Indocean’ and Francophone Literatures”

Arvind K. Shantharam – Biological Oceanography  
Major Professor: Dr. Amy Baco–Taylor  
“Spatial and Temporal Patterns of Benthic Biodiversity in the Gulf of Mexico: Emphasis on the Desota Canyon”

Joseph M. Sperling – Inorganic Chemistry  
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Albrecht–Schmitt  
“Coordination Complexes and Coordination Polymers of the Lanthanides and Actinides”

Michael William Stokes – Computer Science  
Major Professor: David Whalley  
“Techniques to Reduce Data Cache Access Energy Usage and Load Delay Hazards”
William John Thrasher III – Computer Science  
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Mascagni  
“Sharp Restart in Walk–on–Subdomains”

Karen Tucker – Creative Writing  
Major Professor: Professor Mark D. Winegardner  
“Bewilderness”

Radhika Vaidyanathan – Neuroscience – Psychology  
Major Professor: Dr. Elizabeth Hammock  
“Oxytocin Receptor in Sensori–Motor Circuits and its Association with Hypothalamus Activity”

Jennifer Jo Valvo – Biological Science  
Major Professor: Dr. Kimberly A. Hughes  
“Mate Preference in Poeciliid Fish and the Quantification of Complex Color”

Qingpu Wang – Physical Chemistry  
Major Professor: Dr. Oliver Steinbock  
“Flow–assisted Self–organization of Inorganic Membranes in Microfluidic Devices”

Weisu Wang – Computer Science  
Major Professor: Andy Wang  
“Tags A Unifying Primitive for The Storage Data Path”

Yunfan Wang – Statistics  
Major Professor: Dr. Victor Patrangenaru  
“Nonparametric Data Analysis of Veronese Whitney Means and Antimeans on Planar Shape Spaces with an Application to Medical Imaging”

Mat Wenzel – Creative Writing  
Major Professor: Dr. David K. Kirby  
“Telling the Bees”

Robert R. West – Meteorology  
Major Professor: Dr. Philip Sura  
“An Evaluation of Non–Gaussian Climate Statistics”

Kangwei Xing – Financial Mathematics  
Major Professor: Dr. Arash Fahim  
“Model–independent Superhedging with Portfolio Constraints in Continuous Time under Weak S Topology”
Heting Yan – Financial Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Alec Kercheval
“Deep Learning for Limit Order Book Trading and Mid–Price Movement Prediction”

Hou–Cheng Yang – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Jonathan Bradley
“Bayesian Methodologies for Big Spatial Data that Avoids Covariance Matrix Inversion”

Junjie Yang – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Piekarewicz
“The Equation of State of Neutron Rich Matter: Constraining the Isovector Sector of the Nuclear Energy Density Functional”

Bologn Zhang – Computer Science
Major Professor: Michael Mascagni
“Randomized Algorithms for Computing Low–Rank Matrix Approximation”

Weilong Zhao – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Wei Wu
“Model–based Depth with Applications to Functional Data”

Jin Zheng – Materials Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Yan–Yan Hu
“Li–Ion Transport and Transformation in Li–Ion Batteries”

Yan Zhou – Materials Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Kenneth Hanson
“Molecular Photon Upconversion in Self–Assembled Multilayers on Metal Oxide Surface”

Master of Arts

Jordan Alexander Bethea – Classical Civilizations
Adrian Jacob Black–Seitz – Ancient History
Anna Lee Bradley – Italian Studies
Blair Alexandra Burley – Psychology
John J. Castle – Slavic
Shane M. Dabney – Philosophy
David A. Dapron, Jr. – Spanish
Kristen Lynmarie Emerson Gunter – Spanish
Tova Rebecca Ervin – Japanese
Richard Jacob Faull – Classical Civilizations
Austin Riley Fitzgerald – Religion
Brianna Nicole Flowers – German
Dariella Fonseca – Italian Studies
Erik Franklin – Philosophy
Caitlin E. Hattaway – Rhetoric and Composition
Ghita Delanie Heidt – Anthropology
Jeffrey Scott Henley – Public History
Raquel Ann Hollman – Literature, Media, and Culture
Adam Ryals Hunt – Public History
Bryan Joseph Jenks – History
Christopher John Kalbach – Philosophy
Katherine Louise Kelly – Rhetoric and Composition
Samantha Rochelle Kohlhorst – Literature, Media, and Culture
Laura Ashley Lansing – Classical Civilizations
Lance Li – Chinese
David Carlton Lowrey – Literature, Media, and Culture
Taylor Morgan – History & Philosophy of Science
Hikaru Murakami – Japanese
Marcelina Lapuz Nagales – Digital Humanities
Alexandra Nolte – Philosophy
John Blake Oldenborg – Literature, Media, and Culture
Emily Tyler Olsen – Religion
Jessica Ontek – Religion
Reba Lauren Owens – History
Noah Jeffrey Patterson – Rhetoric and Composition
Alberto Miguel Pérez Rueda – Public History
Michael William Pons – Literature, Media, and Culture
Karlyn Rose Prisco-Steele – History & Philosophy of Science
Madeleine Therese Prothero – Religion
Xiangu Qi – Chinese
Ryan Joseph Rogers – German
Tucker Stewart Sigourney – Philosophy
Joseph Emmanuel Smith – Philosophy
Laura Catherine Smith – Literature, Media, and Culture
Spencer M. Smith – Philosophy
Alexandra Ann Stephens – Ancient History
Alexandra Ann Stephens – Greek
Dena Ruth Sutphin – History
Regan Kate Talley – Classical Archaeology
Sidney Allison Turner – Rhetoric and Composition
Emiliya Usmanova – Spanish
Jaime Valdes, Jr. – Public History
Daniel Peter Vrobel – History & Philosophy of Science
Patricia Lynne Weidler – Latin
Michael Scott Williams – History
Austin Michael Wojkiewicz – Ancient History
JoungHwa Woo – French
Nicole Mckenzie Alison Wrobel – Religion
Victor Yin – Chinese

Master of Fine Arts

Esther H. Kim – Creative Writing
Shaw Patton – Creative Writing
Kelsey Renee Ward – Creative Writing
Master of Science

Isaac Adjetej – Financial Mathematics
Ibrahim Al–Mighuar – Computer Science
Aditi Basu Bal – Statistics
Bruce Giles Barger – Psychology
Megan Irene Behnke – Oceanography
LisaAnn Zawrotny Benham – Statistics
Aditya Ranjan Bhattacharya – Computer Science
Subhadeep Bhattacharya – Computer Science
Joshua Bittel – Cyber Security
Bianca Maltese Book – Anthropology
Shreya Bose – Financial Mathematics
Charles Erick Bowen – Meteorology
Colin Bowyer – Clinical Psychology
Ezra Sebastian Brooker – Computational Science
Kreshnik Burani – Clinical Psychology
Kenneth Burnham – Computer & Network Systems Administration
Jason Cassara – Biological Science
Maya Chaaban – Chemistry
Anindya Chanda – Mathematics
Elaina Lilly Chason – Psychology
Yuhui Chen – Chemistry
Fahim Tahmid Chowdhury – Computer Science
Meng–Han Chung – Computer Science
Alexander Stephen Claffey – Financial Mathematics
Brendan Alexander Clark – Cognitive Psychology
Amanda Layne Cockrell – Psychology
Justin Lance Hardiman Colvin – Financial Mathematics
Kyle Alexander Compare – Geology
Brandon Chase Cooper – Physical Chemistry
Jacob Corey – Computer Science
Angelica Elizabeth Cullen – Psychology
William Stanton Curtis – Meteorology
Joydeep Das – Computer Science
Allison Marie Daurio – Clinical Psychology
Caitlin Elizabeth Delmas – Anthropology
Samuel Conner Dent – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Nicholas Joseph Di Egidio – Financial Mathematics
Shengxian Ding – Statistics
Alexander Paul Donato – Meteorology
Ruichao Dong – Statistical Data Science
Danielle Sharon Dozier – Anthropology
Christopher Draper – Computer Science
Michael Greg Duckett – Computer Science
Mary Duffy – Clinical Psychology
Nicholas Dunn – Financial Mathematics
Loren Ashley Eighmie – Psychology
Asileng Erdeng – Statistics
Romario De Jesus Estrella–Ramos – Computer Science
Savannah Faircloth – Psychology
Robert Thomas Filla – Analytical Chemistry
Elizabeth Fitzgerald – Clinical Psychology
Thai Harley Cameron Flowers – Computer Science
Randula Devujith Fonseka – Biological Science
Emily Elizabeth Freiberg – Psychology
Andrea Elizabeth Gagnon – Psychology
Alyssa Nicole Gaiser – Inorganic Chemistry
Austin Gallyer – Clinical Psychology
Stephen Gerrells – Mathematics
Mariela Rubi Gil Rosario – Anthropology
Joshua William Gonzalez – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Daniel John Govert – Geology
Jasmin Rae Graham – Biological Science
Ryan McComas Greer – Inorganic Chemistry
Zhaoyuan Gu – Statistical Data Science
Brandon Louis Gusto – Computational Science
John William Haddock – Inorganic Chemistry
Elizabeth Angela Hamel – Psychobiology
Emmanuel Levi Hartman – Mathematics
Connor Ray Hasty – Social Psychology
Lindsay Kathryn Hooper – Biological Oceanography
David Hsu – Aquatic Environmental Sciences
Jungwon Hwang – Statistics
Lindsey Anne Ives – Psychology
Bahjat Jan – Financial Mathematics
Su Won Kang – Financial Mathematics
Arthur Xenophon Karapateas – Computer Science
Spirit Marie Telep Karcher – College STEM Teaching
Marzieh Khodaei Gheslagh – Computational Science
Douglas Laurence Kievit – Social Psychology
Minah Kim – Mathematics
Alexander Michael Knaub – Psychology
Grigoriy Kondyukov – Computer Science
Jerry James Kung – Meteorology
Febin Kuriakose – Organic Chemistry
Nathan Allen Lane – Statistical Data Science
Stephanie Leon – Psychology
Wenbo Li – Oceanography
Qiu Xuanning – Statistics
Kathryn Platt Linthicum – Clinical Psychology
Josue Liriano – Organic Chemistry
Brian Nicholas Long – Inorganic Chemistry
Cheng Long – Statistics
Tayla E. J. Lovemore – Aquatic Environmental Sciences
Sandrine Lteif – Chemistry
Juan Macy – Physics
Alec Stephen Mau – Meteorology
Julia Kincaid Mazer – Psychology
Hope Victoria McNally – Psychology
Justin Alexander McReynolds – Meteorology
Jared Tristan Miller – Mathematics
Kevin Mueller – Computational Science
Marcelina Lapuz Nagales – Computational Science
Amit Kumar Nath – Computer Science
Jonathon Nosowitz – Computational Science
James Ross Foy O’Hagan – Statistics
Nicholas James Ossi – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Taylor Otwell – Biological Science
Johanna Elizabeth Papa – Biochemistry
Virginia Rose Parkman – Biomathematics
Esteban Parra Rodriguez – Computer Science
Jayna Sanjay Patel – Biological Science
Jesal Niles Patel – Biological Science
Frances Pauken – Psychology
Hernán David Pinto Zambrano – Statistics
Maria Isabella Poole – Biomathematics
Zeljka Popovic – Analytical Chemistry
Dillon James Prendergast – Cyber Security
Shirin Provat – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Alexa Rae Putillo – Biological Oceanography
Md Arafatur Rahman – Financial Mathematics
Julia Alison Ream – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Valeria Maria Rigobon – Developmental Psychology
Gabriel Alberto Rodriguez Linera – Physics
Daniel Rosales Giron – Computational Science
Marjan Sadeghi – Computational Science
Anna Elizabeth Salvati – Organic Chemistry
Nicholas Jay Salyers – Biostatistics
Michael Darwin Chang Saridakis – Statistics
Amanda Marie Sava – Meteorology
Danny Sayan – Statistics
Matthew Mason Schreck – Geology
Jiahui Shen – Statistics
Zlatko Sokolikj – Computational Science
Benjamin Wright Stewart – Anthropology
Rachael Paige Straley – Statistical Data Science
Michael Sussman – Biological Science
Pranay Tarafdar – Statistics
Eli Temanson – Physics
Kaylee Wall – Psychobiology
Sadie Wallace – Psychology
Barry Wayne Walton – Oceanography
Yujie Wang – Statistics
Yunwei Wang – Statistical Data Science
Evan James Warzecha – Inorganic Chemistry
Adihan Yulanda Widyaningsih – Meteorology
Corrie Dean Wilkins – Psychology
David A. Wilson – Anthropology
Ethan Edgar Wright – Meteorology
Nicholas Daniel Yaeger – Biochemistry
Xue Yang – Financial Mathematics
Nicholas H. Yarbrough – Anthropology
Heather Young – Anthropology
Jingze Zhang – Computational Science
Siquan Zhu – Statistics
Bachelor of Arts

Alexander Joshua Adams (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Spanish
Shelby Elise Adams (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – History
Chase Parker Adler – Humanities
Aidan Marie Adriano (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chinese Language & Culture
Lucas Albano – Computer Programming & Applications
James Jackson Albritton – Computer Science
 Jaimie Allen – Philosophy
Emma Reid Alttendorf – Humanities
Alyssa Alvarez – Creative Writing
Karina Lynn Alvarez – Humanities
Rachel Ames – Literature, Media, and Culture
Erin Kaelyn Anderson – Humanities
Gianna Marie Arantes – Editing, Writing, & Media
Alyssa Ann Arnold – Humanities
Justin Miles Augustus – Chinese/Business
Jessica Nicole Aviles – History
Hali Alexis Azpeitia – Editing, Writing, & Media
Clayton Craig Baird – Environmental Science & Policy
Lucy Erika Baird (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Madison Elise Baird (CUM LAUDE) – Chinese Language & Culture and Finance
Peyton Brooke Baisden – Editing, Writing, & Media
Albjona Balazhi – Creative Writing
Gary Barber – History
Tomas Bardi (CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy
Amber Mae Bardsley (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and Criminology
Sebastian Anthony Bayard – Environmental Science & Policy
Brady Taylor Beckerman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and Humanities
Victoria Diana Bell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – German
Devin A. Benautiil (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Wesley Benoit – French/Business
Max Elliott Berger – Literature, Media, and Culture
Alexa Paige Berland – Editing, Writing, & Media
Julia Elizabeth Bermudez – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kaela Bertolino – Editing, Writing, & Media
Cameron Isabella Bibaud – Spanish
Kyla Marjorie Biederman – Humanities
Victoria Jo BienAime – Chinese/Business
Sierra Ivy Biggs – Literature, Media, and Culture
Amoi’ Imani Blocker – Editing, Writing, & Media
Rosa Lia Boiser (CUM LAUDE) – History
Nicholas Daniel Borgmeyer (CUM LAUDE) – History
Antiuana Bowie – Literature, Media, and Culture
Robert Wesley Bradshaw II – Humanities
Marcus–Garcia Breneville – Philosophy
Cynthia Diane Brewster (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Bennett Aubrey Bridges – Computer Programming & Applications
Jared Lee Brock (CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Bryce Beamer Brooks – Computer Science
Zachary Richard William Brooks – Environmental Science & Policy
Nakima Brooks–Rector – Editing, Writing, & Media
John Harrison Brown – Editing, Writing, & Media
Juliana Elisa Bruno Ramirez de Arellano – Italian
Kiearra Alexia Bryant – Literature, Media, and Culture
Gayle A. Budow – Editing, Writing, & Media
Caroline Tolan Butler – Creative Writing
Elizabeth Annemarie Bynum – Creative Writing
Tomas Pablo Cabezas (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Humanities
Camila Victoria Camacho – Editing, Writing, & Media
Annabelle Temily Canela – Creative Writing and Philosophy
Katelyn Marie Cannady (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – History
Kyle Aitor Cansler (CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture and Philosophy
Unique Kimara Castro – Humanities
Noah Michael Chadwick Griego – Editing, Writing, & Media
Marissa Lynn Chang – Humanities
Grayson Michael Charity (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Alexis Chavez (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Beau James Cheatwood – Philosophy
Hanna Nicole Clark – Editing, Writing, & Media and Psychology
Kaitlyn Marie Clark – Humanities
Liam Alexander Clark (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy
Michael Anthony Clark – History and Political Science
Emily Christine Clarke – Creative Writing
Megan E. Clary (CUM LAUDE) – History
Joshua Andrew Clemmons (CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Rebecca Anne Clendinen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – French & Italian
Erik Payne Clifton – History
Alexander Edward Coffman – Editing, Writing, & Media
Carly Rose Colonna (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Media/Communication Studies
Shani Inez Conoly – Humanities
Elianna Shayna Cooper (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture and International Affairs
Fernando Adrian Cordal III – Humanities
Skyler Marie Cox (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
Claudia Nicole Craig (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Reagan Lynn Creamer – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jacob Robert Cromwell – Creative Writing
Amanda Lee Crosby – Editing, Writing, & Media and Humanities
Emily Ruth Cuccio (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Amy Caitlin Culp (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chinese & Japanese
Kassandra Curiel (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Zoe Marie D’Alessandro (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Italian
Erika Ayana Alexandra Davis – Editing, Writing, & Media
Mark Jerry Davis – Creative Writing
Matthew Jared DeBary – History
Stephany Megan DeGeorge – Editing, Writing, & Media
Juan Deleon – Editing, Writing, & Media
Rachael Marilyn Dirr (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kayla Jaymes Dixon – Japanese Language & Culture
Laran Dayla Dixon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Maia Hailey Donahue (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – History and Political Science
Gabrielle Donofrio (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Criminology
Seth Preston Dorman (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Sydney Caroline Dowd (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – French and International Affairs
Taylor Rene Driver – Computer Science
Caleb Chaber Dros (WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
Sheridan Nicole Duma – French
Chanelle Dupuis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – French & Spanish
Jacob Petr Dvorak (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Philosophy and Greek & Latin
Michael Neill Ebert (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – History
Camille Eckley – Humanities
Christopher Claudio Ehster (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History and Information Technology
Jacquelyn Avril Elliot – Editing, Writing, & Media
Maegan Dawn Elrod – Literature, Media, and Culture and Psychology
Brandon Michael Emerson (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Bruno Manuel Enciso – Editing, Writing, & Media
Aura Marina Esterling – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jacob T. Evanshine – Editing, Writing, & Media
Eric Hartley Feely (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Middle Eastern Studies
Matthew David Feiler (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – History
Mindy Elise Fenstermaker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Matthew Ross Ferland – Editing, Writing, & Media
Charles Andres Fernandez – Editing, Writing, & Media
Tristan Robert Ferrara – Computer Science
Brittany Danielle Files – Creative Writing and Media/Communication Studies
Trey Michael Fitzgerald – Environmental Science & Policy
Jack Thomas Fleishman – Environmental Science & Policy
Jenna Elizabeth Flemons (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Stephen David Fodrocci (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Greek & Latin
Stephen David Fodrocci (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Bridget Eileen Foster (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Spanish
Story Louise Foster – Literature, Media, and Culture
Amy Fox – Editing, Writing, & Media
Rachel E. Fox – Editing, Writing, & Media
Emma Kay Francis – Humanities
Lauren Elizabeth Franklin – Humanities
Elyse Nicole Frauendorfer – Editing, Writing, & Media
Mackenzie Ruth Frenier (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Bethllen Olivia Friedley – Literature, Media, and Culture
Tessa Ann Futch (CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Toni–Elizabeth Bennett Galeassi – Editing, Writing, & Media
Aynari Taina Garcia (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Diego Enrike Garcia – Humanities
Nicole Marie Garcia Ortega – Computer Science
Victoria Elise Garrison – Japanese Language & Culture
James Hagan Gary – History
Tatia Ghviniashvili – Editing, Writing, & Media
Keshawin Anthony Gilley – Literature, Media, and Culture
Sydney Rose Glazer (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Joshua Lian Glogau – Computer Science
Evan Max Goldenbaum – Philosophy and Creative Writing
Alyssa Sandra Gonnella – Computer Science
Gabrielle Lauren Gonzalez – Humanities
Nicole Marie Garcia Ortega – Computer Science
Victoria Elise Garrison – Japanese Language & Culture
James Hagan Gary – History
Tatia Ghviniashvili – Editing, Writing, & Media
Keshawin Anthony Gilley – Literature, Media, and Culture
Sydney Rose Glazer (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Joshua Lian Glogau – Computer Science
Evan Max Goldenbaum – Philosophy and Creative Writing
Alyssa Sandra Gonnella – Computer Science
Gabrielle Lauren Gonzalez – Humanities
Victoria Gonzalez – Humanities
Catalina Elena Good (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Megan Rose Griffith – Environmental Science & Policy
Mark Morris Grinker – Creative Writing
Aaron Michael Grubbs – Creative Writing and German
Danielle Grundman – Creative Writing
Elizabeth J. Haben (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Noble Alexis Haines – Creative Writing
Raven Morgan Halle (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Madison Paige Halligan – Environmental Science & Policy
Stephanie O’Neil Hamilton – Creative Writing
Jordyn Harlow (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
McKenzie Harris – Editing, Writing, & Media
Keegan Scott Hart – Classical Civilizations and Economics
Philana L. Haumiller – Creative Writing
Michael Alex Hazan (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Kelsey Mae Healey (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and French
Shane Hesketh – Humanities
Maria Brent Hiers (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Madison Paige Higginbotham (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Spanish
Paige E. Hill – History
Lauren Nicole Hirsch – Humanities
Nicholas Cameron Holt (WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
Mary Murphy Hone – History
Brent Anthony Hopper – Humanities
Jacob Hugh Huggins – Philosophy
Dillon Hunt – Editing, Writing, & Media
James Cove Hurley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jared Michael Ifland (WITH HONORS) – Philosophy and Mathematics
Cindy Paola Inoa – Philosophy
Marolon Deanna Isaac – Editing, Writing, & Media
Amanda Iserson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Aleena Sierra Jackson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Dwight James III – Creative Writing and Theatre
Kanhiya James–Stephenson – Environmental Science & Policy
Alejandro Ramon Jarmel (WITH HONORS) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Angelie Naika Jean–Brice – Editing, Writing, & Media
Samantha Lee Johnson – Environmental Science & Policy
Maria Christine Jolly–Garza – Japanese Language & Culture
Adam Chellis Jones – Computer Science
Robert Franklin Jones – Computer Science
Ancy Jose Varghese (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Humanities and Creative Writing
Ashley Joseph – Computer Science
Andrew Francis Jurewicz (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Lauryn Kathryn Kearney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History
Julianne Maria Kelly (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Middle Eastern Studies and International Affairs
Jaz’min Lachelle Kemp – History
Robert Frederic Kennedy – Creative Writing and Psychology
Myah Kercher – Editing, Writing, & Media
Stephanie Kindos – Environmental Science & Policy
Amanda Elizabeth King (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Jessica Morgan Kline (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Molly Dongmei Koch – Philosophy
Alina Halona Ada Korray (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Lindsey Jordan Krauss – Environmental Science & Policy
Allyson Frances Kuhn – Editing, Writing, & Media and Media/Communication Studies
Kayla Laura Kuhns – Humanities
Loukens Darnel Laloi – Philosophy
Alyssa Sofia Lamas – Editing, Writing, & Media
Joelle Lawrence – Editing, Writing, & Media
Merritt Morgan Lay – Creative Writing
Meghan Gayle Leeds – Spanish
Veronica Ariel Lempicki (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and Classical Civilizations
Jade Ann Lenkersdorf – Editing, Writing, & Media
Angela K. Lertkiratikul (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jessica Libby Levenstein – History
Aaron Ross Levine (CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Dustin Cole Lewis – Editing, Writing, & Media
Andrew James Lile – Computer Science
Julia Peyton Lindley – Creative Writing
Tyler Scott Linton – History
Sofia Lorraine Lopez – Creative Writing
Rogelio Jesús López González – Computer Programming & Applications
Riley Louise Lundmark (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy and Psychology
Brenton Machado – History
Megan Rylie Magnole – Editing, Writing, & Media
Daniel Allan Manausa – History
Alexandra West Marcus – Creative Writing
Katarina Martinez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Elizabeth Yancey Mason – Humanities
Ryder Patrick Massey – Creative Writing
Mallory Matthews – Editing, Writing, & Media
Bresa Kimiko McClatchy – Editing, Writing, & Media
Bresa Kimiko McClatchy – Religion
Kendall McDonald (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
Dylan John McDonie (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Mallory Gwynne McGovern (WITH HONORS) – History
Gillian Lee McKendree – Editing, Writing, & Media
Grace E. Michaels (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Russian
Samantha Alexandra Minns – Creative Writing
Jayne Elizabeth Mitchell – Editing, Writing, & Media
Carmellina Alexis Moersch (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Humanities and Classics & Religion
Gregory Luciano Moncayo – Computer Programming & Applications
Andrew Wallace Moore – History
Carmen Renee Ihle Morley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jayne Holloway Morris (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Luciana Michelle Mullen (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science and Political Science
Daniella Katrina Munoz – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kevin Curtis Murphy, Jr. – Editing, Writing, & Media
Olivia Madison Murphy – Creative Writing
Alexandra Machele Mynk – Editing, Writing, & Media
Brooke Nasby (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Sabine Nemours – Literature, Media, and Culture and Sociology
Emily Sara Newsome – Humanities
Hiep Nam Nguyen – Chinese Language & Culture
Hiep Nam Nguyen – Spanish
Deedra Hope Shackford Nisbet – Creative Writing
Elisa Nunez-Rodriguez – Creative Writing
Grayson Hope O’Brien – Environmental Science & Policy
Jillian Kira O’Rourke (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Media/Communication Studies
Giuseppina Michela Onorato – History
Antonio Ortiz – Creative Writing
Brianna Lucia Ortiz – Classical Civilizations
John James Ospina – History
Luke Longwell Ourednik (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – History
Jonce Marshall Palmer (CUM LAUDE) – Russian & Spanish
Jade Alyssa Paredes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Isiah Steven Parfait (CUM LAUDE) – Spanish
Claudia Perry Parisi – Humanities
Katherine Anna Paspalakis – Editing, Writing, & Media
Andrea Noelle Pelaez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and Media/Communication Studies
Zoe Rose Penson – Humanities
Jason Anthony Perez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Gabriel Pérez – Humanities
Alyson Renee Peters – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kaley Ann Phillips – Humanities
Amanda L. Piccininni (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture and International Affairs
Jonah Daniel Picker (CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Annie Marie Pierson – Editing, Writing, & Media
Christopher Daniel Pilato – Philosophy
Sabrina Pinera – Computer Programming & Applications
Aarom Eduardo Pino Colmenares – History
Olivia Page Powell – Editing, Writing, & Media
Ryan Power (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Daniel Curtis Powley – Computer Science
Bryan Pozzuoli – Computer Science
Simon Vincent Prado (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chinese Language & Culture and International Affairs
Selby Proctor – Editing, Writing, & Media
Nicholas Austin Proenza-Smith (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – History and Classical Archaeology
Sarah Rose Pruitt – Literature, Media, and Culture
Madison Tate Prusak – Humanities
Dylan Anthony Pulitano – Editing, Writing, & Media
Charlotte May Puopolo – Spanish
Victoria Rose Putnam – Editing, Writing, & Media
Christian Matthew Ragland (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Flavia Alexandra Ramos – Spanish
Madison L. Rattner – Humanities
Paul Anthony Razon – Editing, Writing, & Media
Evan Cale Reed – Creative Writing
Bianca Regulski – Computer Science
Michal Myriam Reich (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Elisa Reino – Creative Writing
Emma Victoria Reyes – Creative Writing
Danielle Samantha Richardson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Marshall Thomas Richardson – Computer Science
Kelly Michelle Rico – Editing, Writing, & Media
Mia Rose Ries – Editing, Writing, & Media
Justin Riley – Japanese Language & Culture
Jorge Ignacio Rivera–Gonzalez – Spanish
Cameron Elizabeth Rivers – Creative Writing
Amber Nicole Roach – Humanities
Ethan Rodriguez – Literature, Media, and Culture
Gabriela Caran Rodriguez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kaedra Alydia Rohan – Humanities
Kristin Nicole Roman (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Gabriela A. Rosario – Italian
Max Griffin Rosenthal – Literature, Media, and Culture
Evan Ross (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – History
Valerie Margarita Rozon – French
Ryan Edward Ruiz (CUM LAUDE) – History and International Affairs
Katherine Elizabeth Ryalls (CUM LAUDE) – History
Taylor Jordyn Saathoff (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Amy Lee Saavedra – Literature, Media, and Culture
Jenna Sacchitello – Humanities
Jordyn Anna Saccone – Creative Writing
Analise Saunders – Computer Programming & Applications
Phoebe Scheidegger (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Italian
Jeffrey Alan Schmoll (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Religion
Noah Michael Schreibman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Thomas J. Schulte (CUM LAUDE) – History
Madison Ashley Schultz – Editing, Writing, & Media
Collin Jeffrey Schulz – History
Joseph A. Seara – Literature, Media, and Culture
Colton Thomas Seibert – Editing, Writing, & Media
Katherine Margaret Shapiro (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – History
Alexander Richard Shelley – Literature, Media, and Culture
Trevor Alexander Sicardi – Humanities
Rafaela Irene Silva (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Tawnie Blaire Simpson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Faith Elmira Siplin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Teaghan Raye Skulszki – Editing, Writing, & Media
Lauren Elizabeth Slaven – Editing, Writing, & Media
Isabella D. Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Margaret Grace Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Sarah Elizabeth Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Humanities and Political Science
Wesley Smith – Philosophy
Kennedy Alanis Solomon – Humanities
Usana Sookdeo – Philosophy
Nina Sotolongo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Kaitlyn Stelnicki (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Emily Ann Stephens – Humanities
Erin Haley Stogdill (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
William Lincoln Tamayo – Editing, Writing, & Media
Casey Taylor (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Italian
Jason Jay Taylor – Computer Science
Kalila Anisi Taylor – Philosophy
Diana M. Tepovich – Humanities
John Cooper Tesch – Creative Writing
Katelynn Paige Thigpenn – Editing, Writing, & Media
Reid Mitchell Thompson – Editing, Writing, & Media
Brielle Danice Thomson – Humanities
Sophia Lynn Thornton (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Sean Tordecillas – Literature, Media, and Culture
Colleen Marie Towey – Humanities
Jake Ryan Toyota (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Literature, Media, and Culture and Media/Communication Studies
Maria Kalioppe Tsalickis – Editing, Writing, & Media
David Paul Turner – Computer Science
Shannon Jane Turner – Editing, Writing, & Media
Antonio Pablo Valencia (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Media/Communication Studies
Cara Valenti – History
Katherine Calvert van den Berg – Editing, Writing, & Media
Seaborn Lowrey Varnado – Creative Writing
Alessandra Sophia Vidal – Editing, Writing, & Media
Ivan John Villalba II – Editing, Writing, & Media
Maria Milagros Villalobos (WITH HONORS) – French
DeShanta Latoya Wade – Literature, Media, and Culture
Kelsey Ann Waldron – Humanities
Grayson Luke Walloga (CUM LAUDE) – History
Hailey Madison Walsh – Humanities
Madison Walsh – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kayla Mae Walston – Editing, Writing, & Media
Quincy Day Walter (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Philosophy
Taylor Katherine Ward – Literature, Media, and Culture
Rachel Simone Warren – Editing, Writing, & Media
Joshua Kenneth Weber – History and Political Science
Troy Gerard Weber, Jr. – History
Katherine Hawkins Weck (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Landon Zachery Weeks – Editing, Writing, & Media
Virginia James Weibel – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jaclyn Ruth Weinell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – History and Philosophy
Rebecca Weissmark – Editing, Writing, & Media
Michaela Katelyn Westmoreland (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Molly Wexler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jordan Branson Whitley – Creative Writing and Theatre
Stephen Thomas Whittle (CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy and International Affairs
Allison Renee Williams – Creative Writing and Psychology
Asianna Alexxus Williams – Editing, Writing, & Media
Haleigh Suzanne Williams – Creative Writing
Lance Peter Williams – History
Taylor Rae Williams – Editing, Writing, & Media
Alexis Jillian Willis (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Nathaniel Sutherland Wilson – History
Abby Lynn Wingate (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Jacob Samuel Wynn – History
Katherine Cromwell Xanders – Editing, Writing, & Media
Patricia Ylisastigui – Russian
Gabriel Joseph Zieper – Creative Writing
Eric Zimmerlich – Editing, Writing, & Media

Bachelor of Science

Marielena Abad Pardo – Psychology
Nae Elizabeth Abbott – Biochemistry
Kristen Abreu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Isabel Abril – Psychology
Julia Paige Acker – Psychology
Emre Adalier – Biological Science
Kalie Rae Adams (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Melissa Annette Adams – Psychology
Anxhelo Agastra (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Meteorology
Natalie Paula Aguado – Psychology
Romy Maxine Aiken (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Rebecca Lynn Albin – Psychology
Nicholas Albino (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Evan Ann Albury (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Marjani Dashka Alceus – Biological Science
Melissa Nelley Alcime (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kieara L. Alexander – Psychology
Olivia Renee Alford – Psychology
Taj Tariq Ali – Computer Science
Shelby Lynn Alsup – Biological Science
Zachary Tyler Alvarez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Shannon Elizabeth Ament (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jenna Marie Amidon – Psychology
Michael Anand (WITH HONORS) – Meteorology
Ava Grace Ancelin (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Linda Angeles – Psychology
Eliza Anderson (CUM LAUDE) – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science and Computer Science
Jacob William Anderson (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Megan Ann Anderson – Psychology
Brandon Luis Andinomartes – Psychology and Sport Management
Giuliana Nicole Antunez–Pasos – Biological Science
Alexis Lee Arden – Actuarial Science
Antonio Arenas Vidal – Computer Science
Stephanie Maria Armas – Psychology
Rachel Sydney Aron – Psychology
Ivonne Arriola Mendieta – Biological Science and Religion
Nicole Taylor Artime – Psychology
Kayleigh Morgan Atkins – Biological Science
Stephanie Terresa Auplan – Psychology
MaeLee Corinna Averett – Psychology
Cara Axelrod (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Loren Elizabeth Ayres (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Thomas Kevin Ayzenshtat (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Gabriel Christian Azarcon – Environmental Science
Houda Baajour – Psychology
Alec V. Bailey (WITH HONORS) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Brooke Alivia Bailey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Caitlin Ann Baird (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kaitlynn Danielle Baird – Psychology
Cheyenne Joy Baird – Psychology
Jacklyn Baker – Biological Science
Rebecca Leigh Baker – Biological Science
Bethany Lane Balanoff – Anthropology
Aidan Ralph Barbato (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Psychology
Elizabeth Ann Barna – Psychology
Dorian Sphere Barnas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jacob Craig Barnes – Psychology
Michelle Barrera – Psychology
Erin Rose Barrett – Actuarial Science
Brandon C. Barsi – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Allison Rose Bass (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Editing, Writing, & Media
Broderick Darian Bass – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Kristen Roslyn Batalla – Environmental Science/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach
Tanajah Battle – Biological Science
Darbi Kay Bauer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Lance William Bauer – Psychology
Ryan Walter Bausback (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics and Economics
Bethany Rachel–Lois Beal (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Asher Reed Bechor – Psychology
Kathryn Faith Jacqueline Beck – Biological Science
Michael Behrman – Psychology and Middle Eastern Studies
Giovanni Beltran – Psychology
Joelle R. Ben–Nissan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Delia Lorraine Bennett – Biological Science
Noah Gabriel Benschger – Biostatistics
Lahna Noelle Benson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Chelsea Berger – Computer Science
Dana Briarne Berkowitz – Biological Science
Rebecca Elizabeth Berlin – Psychology
Bianca Nicole Bernhard – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Roy Niv Bernstein – Biological Science
Jamie Bettinger – Psychology
Noah Michael Biel (CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Katherine Marie Bilodeau (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Brandon Aaron Bishop (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biochemistry
Nicholas Jonathon Blair (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
William Robert Blanchard – Environmental Science
Christopher Lorenzo Blanco – Anthropology and Psychology
Zachary Aaron Blashinsky (CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Brittany Nicole Blasko – Psychology
Taylor Blount (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Alexandra Lee Bohne – Psychology
Travis Steven Bolger – Actuarial Science
Valeria Bombonato – Biological Science
Brittany Bopp – Psychology
Alexandria Taylor Bosch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Yanelle Bosch – Psychology
Sara Bosek (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Felix Angel Bou (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Briana Jewel Boulin – Biological Science
Rachel Kathryn Bowns (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology and Criminology
Gillian Boyce (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Physics
Alec Garrin Boyd (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Victoria Lynn Boyd – Biological Science
Margaret Louise Boyle (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Science
Serena Bradshaw (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology and African American Studies
Danae Elise Brady – Psychology
Georgia Bates Brandemihl – Psychology
Faith Michayla Bray (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jessica Elizabeth Brenneis – Statistics
Elyse Bressler (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jesse Bressler – Physical Science
Christina Noel Bretoi – Psychology
Kariana Gabriela Briceno – Psychology and Sociology
Shea Elise Brinkley – Psychology
Grace Elizabeth Broach – Psychology
Arianna Broad (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Allison Noelle Brown (CUM LAUDE) – Geology
Madison Leigh Brown (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Najay Amari Brown – Chemistry
Amanda L. Bruno (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach
Alishai Dominique Bryan – Psychology
Tavish Rider Bryan – Mathematics
Taylor Lanae Bryant – Biological Science
Benjamin Conrad Augustus Buchanan – Psychology
Emily Rose Buckley – Psychology
Mikayla Noel Buckley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computational Biology – Biology
J. Eric Bujarski (CUM LAUDE) – Computational Biology – Computer Science and Biological Science
Abby Leigh Burgelini – Psychology
Nicole Angelica Bush – Psychology
Shoshanah Athena Bush (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Stephanie Rose Busse – Environmental Science
Isabella Marie Cabaleiro (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Lilliana Maria Calero – Biological Science
Leodan Camejo – Biological Science
Michael Louis Campanella (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Michael Louis Campanella (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Physics
Teagan Lynn Campbell – Psychology
Adhara Campos (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Creative Writing
Carolina Yesenia Campos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Blake River Canter – Computer Science
Roniqueka Sharonda Canty – Psychology
Daniela Gonzales Capobianco (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology and Spanish
Chloë Nicole Carames (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Olivia Carbi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Emilio Rafael Cardenal (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Ariana Carolina Cardona–Acevedo – Psychology
Miguel Angel Cardozo – Psychology
Molly Jaie Carlson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Brianna Nicole Carney (CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Rebecca Caro – Actuarial Science and Risk Management & Insurance
Neil Daniel Carper – Environmental Science
Tyler Grayton Carrell (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Allison Nova Carrier (CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Nicholas David Carrillo (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Melissa Renee Carroll (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Lauren A. Carson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Katelyn Carswell – Biological Science
Brooke Logan Carter (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Anthropology
Savana Reah Carter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Nicole Cartuyvels de Collaert – Psychology
Jacquelynn Shanis Casiano – Psychology
Jacqueline Elizabeth Castillo – Psychology
Lillian Pearl Castle (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Anthony Daniel Castro – Biological Science
Jasmine Caya – Psychology
Ana Cecconi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Abigail Lauren Centers (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Laura Amelia Cercet – Behavioral Neuroscience
Patrick Michael Cerri (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Joseph Austin Chack–On – Physical Science
Giselle Isabel Chacon – Biological Science
Jennifer Chacon – Psychology
Shantel Breanna Chance – Psychology
Makenna Elisabeth Chandler – Anthropology
Alana Helen Chang (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Alexander Chang – Biological Science
Rachel Erin Chapman – Biological Science
Joseph Michael Chappano – Chemistry
Biing-Jiun Wang Charles – Computer Science
Samantha Nichole Chaves (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Elise Marianna Chavez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Physics and Applied & Computational Mathematics

Diana Nicole Cheney (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Alek Ivan Cheng Uribe – Actuarial Science and Statistics
Falinka Chery – Chemical Science
Alexandru Chiciu – Computer Science
Joshua Earl Christopher – Statistics
Angel J. Chu (CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Jennifer Marie Chu – Biochemistry
Brayden Christopher Ciambella – Environmental Science
Amanda Leigh Cicero – Biochemistry
Josip Cindrich – Psychology
Jillian Renee Clark – Psychology
Sydney Jo Clark (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Kendall Grace Clarke (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Victoria Renee Clear (WITH HONORS) – Meteorology
Delaney Marie Cleary – Psychology

Zachary Michael Clement (CUM LAUDE) – Computational Science and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Christopher Cobo – Psychology
Brianna Simone Cochran – Biological Science
Cassidy Norene Coday – Actuarial Science
Denise Moné Cohen – Biological Science
Lauren Melissa Cohen (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Isabel I. Coiduras – Biological Science
Camryn Nicole Colavecchio – Psychology
Nicole Rose Coleman – Psychology

Brandon Collazos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Statistics and Economics
Sofía Michelle Colon – Psychology and Social Science
Alexander Rainier Colón Félix – Psychology and Philosophy
Cameron Eric Conroy – Statistics
Alessandro Contessa – Psychology and Sociology
Efrainy Elsaively Contreras Quintero – Biological Science
Kendall Brianne Cooper – Biological Science
Madison Janice Coppola (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kylie Paige Corey – Biological Science
Makenzie Patricia Corrigan – Psychology
Isabella Caitlyn Corsini – Psychology

Lindsay Nicole Cosby (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Political Science
Jared Robert Cossin – Biochemistry
Robert Patrick Cotter (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Regan Nicole Cotton (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Brittany Shea Courtenay – Statistics
Hannah Lamar Cox – Biological Science
Courtney Elon Coyle – Meteorology
Daniel Patrick Coyle – Biological Science
Cassidy Faith Craig (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Patricia N. Crawford (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Statistics and Psychology
Nicola Crouch (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Rachel Taylor Culley (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Claire Irene Cummiskey – Psychology and Religion
Amanda Christine Cuomo – Biological Science
Mary Elizabeth Curci – Environmental Science
Nico D’Angelo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biomathematics
Alexander Clayton Dabbs (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology and Political Science
Matthew Christopher Damante – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Jonathon Dang (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Riley Scott Daniel – Psychology and Creative Writing
J. Daniels – Computer Science
Benjamin Thomas Davis – Psychology
Cassidy Ann Davis – Biological Science
Delaney Rose Davis – Psychology
Kristen Nicole Davis – Computer Science
Savanna Davis – Psychology
Mariam Dawodu (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Maarten Alexander De Haan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Physics
Gabriel Julian De Jesus – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Natasha Paola De La Cruz (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Victoria Isabella De Rosa – Biological Science
Alexander John De Sabatino (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Dylan Andrew Dean – Biological Science
Geraldine Rose DeBianchi – Psychology
Susan Ariana Dedicatoria – Biological Science
Zoe Lee DeGraw – Psychology and Criminology
Dillon Thomas Gottfredsen Delaney – Biological Science
Alexa Rae Delgado – Psychology
Lauren Elizabeth Denney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Editing, Writing, & Media
Spencer Dennis – Computer Science
Dillon James DePergola (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kaiya Nicole des Anges – Psychology
Mary Elizabeth DesRosiers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Myryame Victoria Desrosiers – Biological Science
Lauren Elizabeth Diaz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
McKenzie Noel Dickey – Biological Science
Traci Michelle DiGiacomo – Meteorology
Andrew Taylor Dilanchian (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology and Computer Science
Thanh Cong Dinh – Biological Science
Jake Edward Dively (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Emily Dockman – Anthropology
Gina Doheny (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Connor Doherty (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics
Dina Elisha Dolnick – Biological Science
Gabrielle Rose Donato (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jennifer Donnelly (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Griffin Michael Dorsey – Psychology
Sarah Gwen Downing (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Katherine Elizabeth Drake (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Studio Art
Sabrina Danielle Dubuc – Environmental Science
Sarah Kate Duffy – Biological Science
Essence Epiphany Duncan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Donavan Dimitri Duplessis – Computer Science
Jonathan Parker Durrance (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology and History
Sean Anthony Ebanks (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Maria A. Echeverria – Biological Science
Paul R. Edwards (CUM LAUDE) – Chemistry
Ashley Ann Ehlers (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Hoda El–koussa – Psychology
Laura Elizabeth Elkin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Devin Malone Elliott – Psychology
Ashley Kathryn Ellis – Computer Science
Jasmine Alexis Ellison (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Mayada Elshiek (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Valerie Christine Ely – Biological Science
Nkechi Emetuche – Psychology
Ethan Elvis Erkfitz – Biochemistry
Alicia Espinosa – Psychology
Brianna Maree Espinosa (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ana Carolina Esteban – Psychology
Cesar Omar Estien – Biological Science
Berea A. Etherton – Biomathematics
Joshua Etienne – Psychology
Megan Marie Everett – Psychology
Technie Fabien – Psychology
Brett Wayne Farran (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Brooklyn Elise Farrell (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Madison Alexandrea Faust – Psychology
Jaclyn Feely (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Hayden Samantha Feinberg – Psychology
Wessley Ferguson López (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Eric Farid Fernandez – Computer Science and Statistics
Lisa Maria Fernandez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Vlada Filippova – Geology
Ashley Brunson Findeisen (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Holly Michelle Fisher (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Nia Chanell Flagg – Psychology
Cassondra Renée Flamand – Mathematics/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach
Alexandra Chantal Fletcher – Biological Science
Conner J. Flynn – Computer Science
Julia Coral Flynn (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biology/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach
Jessica Folsom (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science and Psychology
Alexia Diana Forester – Psychology
Kathleen Rose Forness – Biological Science
Jordan Fowler – Biomathematics and Computational Biology – Computer Science
DaShontae Le’Naye Francis – Chemistry
Brooke McKenzie Franke – Psychology
Molly Claire Franklin – Psychology
Tiffany Angel Franklin – Psychology
Cayla Grace Frazetta (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Rivaldy Frederique – Psychology
Joshua Seth Freedman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Lucy Gray Fry (CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Kynia Jade Gainer – Psychology
Katelyn Maacaele Gainey – Psychology
McKenzie Nicole Galbreath – Psychology and Law Enforcement Intelligence
Alexis Raquel Garcia (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Daniella Marie Garcia – Psychology and Family and Child Sciences
Renee–Aira Donachie Garcia – Psychology
Blake Garfinkel – Biological Science
Gabrielius Garmus – Computer Science
Riley Alexander Garrison (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics and Computer Science
Vincent Ray Garza – Biochemistry
Elizabeth Grace Gavino – Psychology
Veronica Marie Gayoso (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Vincent J. Gennarelli – Anthropology and Psychology
Za’ria Gentle – Psychology
Antonio Germani – Psychology
Raian Salah Giawashi (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Lance Lewis Gibson – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Brianna Nicole Gill – Biological Science
Rebecca Ann Giuli (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Julian Lanor Glassman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Katherine Glibowski – Biological Science
Samuel E. Glickman (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Mathematics
Arianna Megan Goldstein – Meteorology
Yael E. Goldstein – Biological Science
Graziella Maurisse Gomez – Anthropology
Ana Cristina Gonzalez – Psychology
Daniella Gonzalez – Behavioral Neuroscience
Valentina Gonzalez Moncada – Psychology
Kemp Roderick Gonzalez–Xu (WITH HONORS) – Computational Biology – Biology
Cody Michael Good – Actuarial Science
Jack Alfred Goodman (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Zachary Bryce Goraum (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Physics and Materials
Benjamin Joseph Gordon (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Eric Donald Graber – Biological Science
Ciara Elizabeth Gramza – Psychology
Damian Lee Grant (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Brianna Maria Gratama Jackson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Emma Katherine Graumlich (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Anthropology
Randall Allen Greene (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Haley Morgan Greenspan (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Brendan Chapman Gressel – Computer Science
Savannah Ann Groll – Psychology
Maria Trinidad Guerra – Computer Science
Joseph Louis Guidubaldi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Tyler James Gurley – Computer Science
Janell Gushlaw – Psychology
Erika Gutierrez – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Ryan Austin Gutierrez – Computer Science
Zachary Colby Gutierrez – Computer Science
Alexander Rafael Guzman – Environmental Science
Andrew Gyotoku – Biochemistry
Caleb Thomas Haake – Chemistry
Moira Shannon Haberkern – Psychology
Ashton Lorraine Hagen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Ryan Charles Hagen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Brandon Lewis Hahn – Computer Science
Sloane Haines (CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Jordan Marie Hale – Psychology
Ana Nicole Hall – Psychology
Dorothy Halm (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Seth Bradley Hypes – Biological Science
Artir Hyseni – Computer Science
Emilia Clare Illueca–Colley – Biological Science and Biochemistry
Shennia Renee Inniss (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Cristina Marie Isern – Psychology
Samir Gabriel Iskandarani – Actuarial Science
Jacob Evan Isola (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Inga Ryann Iverson – Biological Science
Kathleen Haley Jacobs – Psychology
Richard Nathaniel Jackson – Biological Science
Sarah Marie Jankowski – Biological Science
Anna Maria Jara (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kyra Iman Jenkins – Psychology
Jonathan Jerez (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Joshua Agustus John – Computer Science
Kadijah Sheree Johnson – Biochemistry
Kirstie Michelle Johnson – Psychology
Spencer Matthew Johnson – Biological Science
Stephen Gregory Johnson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Trinity Joy Johnston (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Haley Isabel Joiner – Psychology
Alyssa Salome Jonas – Psychology
Anna Claire Jones (CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Graham Nathaniel Jones (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Jevonna Linnea– Kiara Jones – Psychology
Mercedes Nicole Jorge (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Charles Stephen Juego – Biological Science
Siho Jung – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Michelle Kaae (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Fabbha Kabir – Biological Science
Jacob Alexander Kalinowski (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Marvin Rene Kalms (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Egwuchukwu A. Kalu – Mathematics
Alyssa Marie Karavitis – Biological Science
Kimiyo Noele Karosas – Psychology
Victor Alexander Karroum – Biological Science
James Rhee Kauffman – Actuarial Science
Paige McGuire Kearley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kyle Scott Kehrer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Physics & Astrophysics
Alexis Sydney Keller – Psychology
Joseph Daniel Keller – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Skyler Marie Keller – Biological Science
Richard Daniel Kelly IV (CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Ryan Kelly (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Ryan Glen Kenney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Alexa JuDora Kidwell – Biomathematics
William Chase Kirchhoff – Psychology
Kalli Jo Kirkland – Psychology
Nicole Eva Klingler – Psychology and Criminology
Christopher David Knoll – Meteorology
Austin Rithira Koum (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ethan Paul Kradel (CUM LAUDE) – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Christine Alexandra Kraybill – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Michelle Wood Krey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree and Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connor Ritner Kriechbaum</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Elizabeth Kubelka</td>
<td>Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Rose Kuehn</td>
<td>Mathematics/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian James Kuffer</td>
<td>Physical Science and Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Leigh Kuipers</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Lynn Kuka</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Hector Lafontant</td>
<td>Environmental Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Jenae Lambert</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Ehab Lamie</td>
<td>Psychology and Family and Child Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esmeralda Marie Lando</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Marie Lang</td>
<td>Cyber Criminology – Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Marlene Lanton</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Carroll Lanzetta III</td>
<td>Physical Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyvonier S. Larcheveaux</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alysia Marie LaSalle</td>
<td>Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Ethan Latzman</td>
<td>Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachery Taylor Law</td>
<td>Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Alexander Leathe</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Nicole Lee</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Rae Lefford</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phebe Harriet Lemert</td>
<td>(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science and Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikolas Rian Lennon</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan James Leone</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blaine Madison Lessard</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Victoria Lester</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Angela Letizia</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rylee Madison Levine</td>
<td>(MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Tyler Lewis</td>
<td>Environmental Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Aubrey Lewis</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Li</td>
<td>(WITH HONORS) – Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Anthony LiBrizzi</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Brooke Liebrecht</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Richelle Lierman</td>
<td>Biology/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Lane Lindner</td>
<td>Applied &amp; Computational Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelin Olivia Lindsay</td>
<td>Chemical Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mery Hazel Llano</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Brigid Logan</td>
<td>(MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Paige Lohmann</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lia Victoria Loo</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine M. Lopez</td>
<td>(WITH HONORS) – Psychology and Communication Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Smeraldi Lopez</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Isabel Lopez Ramirez</td>
<td>(MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Kaitlin Lorini</td>
<td>Computational Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah A. Lott</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin Louissaint</td>
<td>Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremiah James Lovestrand</td>
<td>Environmental Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heaven Mabry</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Camila Macias</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Sophie Madkour</td>
<td>(MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smita Johana Magurczek</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruchikkumar Anilkumar Makadia</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science and Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruvi Del Carmen Maldonado</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jeffrey William Manassa – Computer Science
Andrew Morgan Mancuso – Psychology
Douglas Mancuso – Biomathematics
Logan Ross Manos – Psychology
Gaelle A. Mardy – Psychology
Fiona Rose Marlowe – Psychology
Allana Nikole–Samone Marolt – Biological Science
Mariela Marques – Behavioral Neuroscience
Miranda Mae Marshall – Environmental Science/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach
Jeanne Martin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
John Garthwaite Martin II – Psychology and International Affairs
Caleb Martinez – Psychology and Creative Writing
Curt Martinez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Denise Doreen Martinez – Psychology
Vivian Camille Martinez – Computer Science
Jose L. Martinez Martinez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Kristen Nicole Massion (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Megan Lynn Masterson – Psychology
Kellee Marie Matheny – Psychology
Amber Claire Matherne (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Briana Marie Matos – Psychology
Cameron Ty Matoska (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Brockington Thomas Maxwell – Biological Science
Jaden Israel Mazariegos – Chemical Science
Charles John McCall – Biological Science
Taylor Rae McClellan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Logan Shayne McCord (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Leonard Turner McCroan – Psychology
Mariyah Janell McCurry – Psychology
Delaney Rose McDonald – Psychology
Sierra Kathleen McDonald (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jahnell Amanda McFarlane – Biological Science
Lindsey McGhee – Biological Science
Marc David McKenna (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science and Statistics
Justin Daniel McKenzie – Computer Science
Katy Eileen McKenzie – Meteorology
Rowan Frances McKown (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Media/Communication Studies
Madeline Ann McLeod (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sarah Christine McNally – Biological Science
Andres G. Medina – Biological Science
Sofia Maria Medina (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Savannah Rose Medlin (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Juanita Mejia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Valentina Victoria Menchero (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jeremiah Tyler Mendez – Psychology
Frehiwot Mengesha – Chemistry
Edward Gomes Menin – Biological Science
Brittany Nicole Merrell – Psychology
Laura Mesa – Psychology
Noah Kristofer Metzger (CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Roderick Meyer – Biological Science
Shannon Meyer – Psychology
Anthony Joseph Micciche (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Physics and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Diego Michelena – Biological Science
Timothy Ivan Miles – Statistics
Giovanni Victor Miliziano – Computer Science
Jemma Alyssa Miller (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jennifer Nicole Miller – Biochemistry
Hannah Rose Mills – Biochemistry
Hollie Minichello – Psychology
Fizza Mir – Psychology
Anna Mironyuk – Biological Science
Wilgins Mistilien – Computer Science
Hallie Lee Moehring (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemistry
Taylor Ann Mogavero (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Sarah Elizabeth Molinari – Biological Science
Faith Marie Montoya – Psychology
Connor Bryan Mooneyhan (WITH HONORS) – Mathematics
Kyle Patrick Moore – Psychology
Megan Renee Moore – Environmental Science
Sarah Jamison Moore (CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Summer Alyssa Moore – Psychology
Nicole Louise Mora – Psychology
Juarez Antonio Moraes Filho – Psychology
Sarai Melissa Morales – Psychology
Lauren Haley Moran (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Brittany Skye Morgan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Regen Karen Morgan – Biological Science
Kelsey Elizabeth Morrison – Biology/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach
Rosalie Ann Morrissey (WITH HONORS) – Biology/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach
Morgan Morrow (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Michelle Mortham (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Ashley Moses (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science and Psychology
Christian Anthony Moss – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Kara Nicole Mostowski (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Keaun Yousefi Moughari – Computer Science
Amanda Anabella Mouzanner – Psychology
Chelsie Lynn Mowl – Psychology
Cassidy Alexis Mueller – Psychology
Daniela Maria Muñoz (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Editing, Writing, & Media
Myra Lee Mullis (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics and Computer Science
Allison Murphy – Biological Science
Thomas Jacob Murphy (WITH HONORS) – Physics and Mathematics
Alexandar Musarevski – Statistics
Eli Myron (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Roland Nagy – Chemical Science
Hunter James Napier – Anthropology
Charli Alyssa Nelson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jessica Alexandra Nelson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Theatre
Kailee Amber Neves – Psychology
Sophie Veronika Nevisimal–Ricci – Biological Science
Preston Newcomb – Biology/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach
Louis Khoury Nicholas III – Psychology
Kevin Patrick Nicolai (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Actuarial Science and Economics
Briauna Lynette Norton (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Raina Novelli– Miller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Dylan John Nusche – Biological Science
Adaeze Ifeoma Nwigwe (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and History
Magdalene N. Nwokeji – Psychology and International Affairs
Cody Justin O’Connor – Computer Science
Colin Joseph O’Connor (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Jamal Raheem Oakes, Jr. – Psychology
Alzhraa Okashah – Psychology
Jose Enrique Ochoa – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Bruno Carucci Oliveira (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Zeleen Emily Ondriezek – Biological Science and Psychology
Iveliz Ortiz – Psychology
Adam J. Ostergaard (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Samuel Colton Ray Ostlund (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Alexy A. Ostrovidov (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Alexandria Oswald – Psychology
Daniela Otero – Biological Science
Westly Brandon Owings – Geology
Jorel Rodolfo Padilla – Biological Science
Morgan Elise Palasti – Psychology
Karen I. Palma – Psychology
Catherine E. Paneque (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and International Affairs
Jennifer Papayoute – Psychology
Emilie Brett Papell – Biological Science
Drew Parker (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Lily Madeleine Parker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Hannah Pascoe (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Paula Paseiro – Biochemistry
Akshar Patel – Biological Science
Ankit M. Patel – Chemistry and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Megha Patel – Biological Science
Nilay Patel (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Computer Science and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Nimmi Dilipbhai Patel (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Genevieve Austen Patrick (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Justin Tyler Patterson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Brianna Giselle Paulin (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Sociology
Jessica Pavlov (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Andres Aaron Paz Vicca – Computer Science
Kelsey R. Peaden (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Philosophy
Olivia Nicole Pearson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Olivia Nicole Pearson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Joseph Peetz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Physics and Mathematics
Kyle Anderson Peiman – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Cassie Christina Peppe (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Family and Child Sciences
Alexandra Maria Perez – Psychology
Alexandra Sophia Perez (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ivana Perez – Psychology
Kayla Perez – Psychology
Lauren Ashley Perez (CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Alexandria Nicole Peterson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kiel Leonard Peterson – Computer Science
Kayna Marie Phillips – Psychology
Kaynas Phillips (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Brian Wayne Phipps, Jr. – Statistics
Kevin Pierre (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Hunter Lynne Pietrzak – Psychology
Joseph Cory Pilato – Psychology and Hospitality & Tourism Management
Jaise Anthony Pino – Biological Science
Bianca Jade Pinto – Biological Science
Jessica Joelle Poist – Biological Science
Lindsey Helena Poliak – Psychology
Andres Ponciano – Computer Science
Asanti Monet Poole – Biological Science
Isis Porta (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Psychology
Kaleb Joshua Post – Environmental Science/FSU–Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU–Teach
Imani Powell – Biology/FSU–Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU–Teach
Griffin David Pratt – Biological Science
Carley Jean Preisinger – Psychology
Alexa Sophie Prepétit – Environmental Science/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach
Grant Michael Price (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Harrison Hansbrough Prieto (CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Christopher Paul Proenza–Smith – Biological Science
Devyn Arianna Prywitowski – Biological Science
Wiktoria Ptak – Psychology
Stephen Reese Puckett (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Aaron Kendrick Putriment (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Kyle Daniel Putriment (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Sophia Putzeys (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Daniele Teresa Quinn – Computer Science
Xavier Alejandro Quintana – Physics
Juan Quintero – Psychology
Trent Gordon Quist – Biochemistry and Biological Science
Lauren Mackenzie Raleigh (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Genesis Violeta Ramirez – Psychology
Stephanie Nicole Rautenkranz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Stephanie Ray – Psychology
Curran Amanda Recinos – Actuarial Science
Hunter Christian Redding – Computer Science
Clare Redmond – Psychology
Shawn Reeves – Computer Science
Kayla Renée Reid – Environmental Science & Policy
Sam Jason Reisbaum – Statistics
Shelby Megan Remmel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Paris Renda – Psychology
John Thomas Renick – Actuarial Science
Spencer Garrett Renne (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Elizabeth Blanca Reyes – Psychology
Brianna Delaney Reynolds – Biological Science and Spanish
Lucas Joseph Riahi – Psychology
Christian Alexander Richardson – Biological Science
Justin Jason Richman – Computer Science
Ryan Alexander Riffle – Environmental Science
Samantha Marie Rios (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Daniella Nicole Rivera (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jorge Ignacio Rivera–Gonzalez – Biological Science
Jairiza Rivera–Irizarry (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Fabio Rivero (WITH HONORS) – Physics
Amber Lynn Roberts – Biological Science
Brielle Jenai Roberts – Biological Science
Calvin Jerome Roberts, Jr. – Psychology
Hunter James Robinson – Biology/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach
Shealyn Amanda Roche (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
    German Rodriguez – Chemistry
    Lidia Rosa Rodriguez – Psychology
    Luis Eduardo Rodriguez – Psychology
    Rafael Rodriguez, Jr. – Psychology
Sydney Rose Rogoff (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
    Jennifer Gloria Anne Rojics – Biological Science
Halle Nicole Root (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
    Nicole Marie Rosado (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
    Rafael, Jr. – Psychology
    Kellsy Erin Rosentraub – Psychology
    Rayna Roth (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
    Maci Jordan Roundtree (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Daphne Marrissa Gail Rousey (CUM LAUDE) – Statistics and International Affairs
    Taylor Ryan Royer – Psychology
Savannah Brooke Russell (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
    Mariah Faith Russo – Biological Science
Christopher Lee Rutherford – Biological Science and Environment & Society
    Aidan Foster Ryan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Computer Science
    Sloane Grayson Ryant – Psychology and Criminology
    Nicolas Luke Rykard – Biochemistry
    Brooke Anne Sabin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
    Emma Lee Sacchitello (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
    Serena Saechis – Psychology
    Marglonie R. Saint-Jean – Psychology
    Michaella Alice Saint-Juste – Biochemistry
    Natasha Sainvilus – Actuarial Science
    Jordan Saitowitz (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Lauren Paige Sakowitz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Political Science
    Gabriel Salazar – Applied & Computational Mathematics
    Pedro Rafael Salazar – Computer Science
    Dayron Sanchez – Environmental Science
    Elizabeth Sanchez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
    Isabel Felisha Sanchez – Psychology
    Iliana Sandoval – Statistics
Dana Michele Santangelo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology
    Christopher Eladio Santos – Computer Science
    Anjanee D. Sawh – Psychology
    Keegan Andrew Schaal – Actuarial Science and Sport Management
    Jacquelyn Paige Schatzman – Biological Science
    Alexandra Douglas Scheer (CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
    Nadia Bahiyiyh Schellenberg (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
    Kathryn Lynne Schiller – Psychology
    Hannah Noelle Schlichte – Psychology
    Jessica Ann Schloth – Psychology
    Taylor Ellyn Schmickle – Psychology
    Caroline Elizabeth Schmidt – Psychology
Douglas Patrick Schoedl (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Physics & Astrophysics
    Kinsey Arianne Schorr – Psychology
    Ciamara Elise Schroeder (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
    Samantha Nicole Schroeder – Biological Science
    Dylan Harold Schweinsberg – Psychology
    Alexandra America Scirrotto – Psychology
    Kirsty Scott (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Physics
Richard William Scott – Meteorology
Shannon Catherine Ann Seaman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Addie Bridges Searcy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Angelo Carmen Searls (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Daena Pauline Senatus – Biological Science
Mason Sexton – Psychology
Anna Grace Shelnutt – Psychology
Nathaniel Edward Sheplak (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Tyler John Michael Sherrod – Meteorology
Alexandra Marie Shipley (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Rehka Lillian Shivcharran – Psychology
Garrett Corey Shost (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics and Political Science
Douglass Shotwell – Cyber Criminology – Computer Science
Andrey Shults (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biochemistry
Jared Nathan Shung (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Amy Taylor Siceloff (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Matthew Orenocio Silva – Biological Science
Sandrina Simonovich (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Olivia Wilson Sims – Psychology
Morgan Elizabeth Skala (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Chemistry
Katherine Regina Slattery – Biological Science
Matthew Curtis Smith (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Environmental Science
Shannon Quinn Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Shelby Nicole Smith – Biological Science
Tiffany Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Lauren A. Smyly – Psychology
Sasheem Talcicio Snell – Computational Biology – Computer Science
Katherine Marie Soberanes – Environmental Science
Milliana Soberon – Psychology
Kelly Sophia Soluri – Environmental Science
Keyla Dalila Somarriba – Psychology
Catherine Nicole South – Biological Science
Jacob Christian Spainhour (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Jacob Christian Spainhour (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Mathematics
Sterling Lloyd Spencer – Biological Science
Tyler St.Preux – Computer Science
Dante Alexander Stallone – Biological Science
Jenna Lauren Stampler – Psychology
Jenifer Carol Stanley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Noah Alexander Stapleton – Biological Science
Steven Thomas Starnes, Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Jordan Max Steiner – Psychology
Allison Rachel Sternfield – Psychology
Gabrielle Brooke Stewart – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Haley Alexis Stewart – Psychology
Kasey Levi Stewart – Psychology
Lauren Paige Stojak – Computer Science
Vivian Yolanda Stoll – Environmental Science
Trevor Ryan Stone – Biological Science
Alexander Wilson Stoner – Biological Science
Brandon Lee Story – Mathematics
Taylor Lynn Stout – Biological Science
Justin Palmer Stow (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Meteorology and Physical Science
Andrew James Stringfellow – Computer Science
Timothy Michael Strong – Biochemistry
Raine Stryczny (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Sarah Grace Sullivan (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
David Thomas Sumner – Statistics
Michael Patrick Sutherland – Psychology
Cameron Wyatt Sweisthal – Environmental Science
Tomas Swickley – Psychology
Kristen Leanne Swinski (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Abigail Lucy Tamayo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Editing, Writing, & Media
Gabriel Justin Tanenbaum (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Betty Tannuzzo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Leron Sara Taoz – Biological Science
Rachel Theresa Tatro (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
TyLeah Marie Tebbenkamp – Environmental Science
Victoria Negri Telhada – Biological Science
Priscilla Louise Terry – Statistics
Austin Duy Thai (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Emma–leec Thelen – Actuarial Science
Tiara Francis Thomas – Biological Science
Tucker John Jones Thomas – Physical Science
Emelia Dure Thompson (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Michael James Thornton – Anthropology
Kevin Tidroski – Biochemistry
Camille Jane Tidwell – Biological Science
Hannah Byrne Tierney – Biological Science
Saisha Tirado (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Victoria Elizabeth Tompkins (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Women’s Studies
Kendyl Ashley Tooker – Biochemistry
Natalia Rocha Torres – Psychology
Santiago Torres – Psychology
Tiffany Brown Torres – Computer Science
Gabriela Torres Colon (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Angelika Traverso – Anthropology
Alysia Danielle Treacy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Madeleine Eva Trost (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Gianna Grace Tsesmelis (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Salvatore Roland Tumminia (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Logan Andrew Tyler – Psychology
Skylar Shantel Tyson – Psychology
Musammat Fatia Uddin – Psychology
Madeleine Claire Uible (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Chemistry
Cady Marie Ujvari (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Natalie Campbell Williams Uprichard – Psychology
Alexis Nicole Upshaw – Psychology
Madison Ivy Upshaw – Psychology
Clayton Ryan Upthegrove – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Jared Thomas Usher – Computer Science
Marcus Jonathon Valancius – Computational Biology – Computer Science
Ophelia Inez Vallejo–Butler – Statistics
Michael Van Bavel – Biological Science
Madison Lidian Vandersluis – Computer Science
Deja Marie Vanterpool (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Evan Paul Vazquez – Psychology
Nicole Monique Vazquez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Malik Jordan Williams – Biological Science
Chelsea Anne Wilson – Psychology
Jeremy Gordon Wilson – Biology/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach
Kayleigh Wilson – Mathematics/FSU–Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU–Teach
Tristen Wise (CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Jensen Cowell Woelfle (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Savannah Justine Woller (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Sociology
Andrew Joseph Wood (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Computer Science
Gabriel Addison Wood (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Madison Leigh Woodall – Psychology
Xenia Nikolaievna Worontsoff – Psychology
Tyler William Wray – Environmental Science
Alexandra Marie Wright – Psychology
Anna Renee Wuest (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biomathematics
Renee Wyatt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Erick Yanes – Physics
Rita Yang – Psychology
Gregory Carl Yentz – Computer Science
Patricia Ylisastigui – Psychology
Valerie Yunis – Biological Science
Christopher Scriba Zahora – Biological Science
Hussnain Mohammad Zaidi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Nada Zaitoon (CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology and International Affairs
Mark Camran Zamani (CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Michael Kevin Zamani (CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Grace Zani (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science and Statistics
Christopher Vincent Zappi – Psychology
Patrick Gregory Zatz (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Christopher H. Zdyrski (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Stephanie Zech (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Joseph Benjamin Zilonka (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Stanley Tyler Zimmerman – Biological Science
Amanda Marie Zint – Psychology
Brianna Michele Zuckerman (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology